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Vacationers from around the world come to India to explore its destinations in order to please the
vacationers Ashoka Holidays have many packages for the purpose of their tour. We have just one
intention that is to make the vacation and holidays exclusive and memorable. There are several
customized trips and packages available for you.

Most preferred and chief Holiday packages and tour packages available in India

Heritage & Cultural Tour: This package involves the 3 major Indian cities that are Delhi, Jaipur and
Agra. These 3 cities are highly popular for the cultural elegance and rich heritage. You have
wonderful opportunity to visit these 3 places under one package and explore the magnificence of
Taj Mahal of Agra, Jaipur rich culture & heritage

& the ancient forts of Delhi.

Adventure Tour Packages: There are many places to feel the adventure and sporty

experience in India like snow caped valley, rivers, snow covered mountains and rocky hills. The best
and ideal destinations in India for adventure are Kumaon, Garhwal, Ladakh, Arunachal Pradesh,
Sikkim, Darjeeling, Goa, Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, and Uttarakhand. Mountaining in the northern
part and surfing in the southern part are the most famous in India.

Wildlife Indian Packages: India is a nation completely filled with flora and fauna. It is well recognized
for the exotic and interesting wildlife sanctuaries and national parks which are scattered all around
the country. The prominent wildlife sanctuaries and national parks in India are Sundarban National
Park, Kanha National Park, Kumarakoram Bird Sanctuary, Corbett National Park, Bharatpur bird
sanctuary, Sariska wildlife sanctuary, Gir national park and Ranthambore tiger reserve.

Beach tour Packages: India is famous and well known for its beaches because they are completely
floating with Mother Nature and its charming features. Some of the most appreciated and finest
Indian beaches are available in Karnataka, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, Mumbai, Kerala and Goa.

Hill Station Tour packages in India: When it comes to hill stations, there are various hill stations in
India both in South and North. They all are pleasant in view, delightful, and elegant and you will love
to spend your holidays there. The major hill stations are Sonmarg, Srinagar, Shillong, Ranikhet,
Munnar, Ooty, Moint Abu, Lonavala, Kalimpong, Manali, Shimla, Almora, Darjeeling, Nainital, and
Mussoorie.

In the southern part the Hill station are pleasant with more greenery while in the northern part the
Hillstation are hardhly cold but pleasant view for the visiters other than greenery.

Honeymoon Trip packages:-  Newly married couples love to visit India because it is the owner of
world famous honeymoon places such as Kerala, Chennai, Goa, Kashmir and many more. The love
and hospitality of the Indians are liked by the entire world and the couple love the warm welcome
and respect given by them.

Religious Packages: India is a place where you can find the diversity in religion there are many
religious places to visit and see. Countless religions reside in this country. This is why India is the
major attraction for religious people. People from around the globe visit India to pay their reverence
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and worship to Gods and Goddesses. Some popular religious packages include Yamunotri Yatra,
Badrinath Yatra, 3 Dham Yatra

and 4 Dham Yatra.

	If you can plan your holidays during the festival time you are sure to have double fun. In fact many
people come to India just for the colors of the festivals. Camel festival, desert festival, Pushkar fair,
Elephant festival, Snake boat race event, dance festivals of Khajuraho & Mamallapuram see a
sizeable chunk of tourists.
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Ashoka Holidays - About Author:
We are one of the leading a   Golden Triangle Tours  in India, organizing best Holiday Packages in
India. So come and enjoy in this land of architectural and cultural beauty with your loved ones.
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